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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a region merging method for

joint motion estimation and segmentation of digi-

tal video sequences. The region merging criterion

is based on the measure of the matching error for a

region when applying a previously estimated mo-

tion to it. A region adjacency graph is used for

data representation, which allows a scan indepen-

dent processing and gives a high-level view. The

method is simple-shape object-oriented and starts

from a block-based segmentation. The aim of the

proposed technique is to de�ne simple shaped ob-

jects in a scene using motion information and a

simple test.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the framework of video coding or video manip-

ulation, segmentation and motion estimation are

two strongly related key points. A precise seg-

mentation is needed to perform accurate motion

estimation and an accurate motion estimation is

needed to perform precise segmentation. This is

due to the properties of the human visual system

(HVS) which not only takes into account spatial

properties of an image sequence, but is also sensi-

tive to temporal variations [1].

To bypass this chicken and egg problem, var-

ious techniques have been proposed to perform

joint spatio-temporal segmentation [2, 3, 4, 5]. The

idea behind these techniques is to perform spatial

segmentation on one hand and temporal segmen-

tation on the other, and then to merge both infor-

mations to obtain a precise �nal segmentation.

The proposal we make here focuses on the tem-

poral segmentation process. We assume that the

spatial segmentation part is precise enough due to

over-segmentation. After a general description in

Sec. 2, we will describe a new region merging cri-

terion in Sec. 3. The technique used to perform re-

gion merging is described in Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 5

gives some simulation results.

2. TECHNIQUE DESCRIPTION

The technique proposed in [2, 3] is based on two

main independent processing. First, a spatial seg-

mentation of the image is performed using a wa-

tershed algorithm. This leads to a so called \over-

segmentation", which is very precise, but cannot

be used to perform easily object tracking for ex-

ample.

The second processing constructs a segmenta-

tion based only on motion information such as

that described in [4], using an a�ne motionmodel.

The �rst step of this process is to build a block

based segmentation with block sizes of 4 � 4 or

8 � 8 pixels. Then, according to a merging cri-

terion, these blocks are merged together to form

regions. This merging process is performed itera-

tively until the merging criterion cannot be further

satis�ed or a given number of regions is reached.

These two processing lead to two di�erent seg-

mentations, one based on spatial informations and

one on temporal informations. None of the two

is really satisfactory. But, if they are linked to-

gether a good result can be obtained as shown

in [2, 3]. The principle is the following: The re-

gions Si obtained with the spatial segmentation

processing are linked to the regions Tj obtained

with the temporal segmentation processing, with

a weight wij for each link. This link typically is



the mean square error (MSE), where motion coef-

�cients Vj are applied to region Si. Figure 1 illus-

trates the complete processing for a simple image.
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Figure 1: An example of joint spatial-temporal

segmentation: a) original moving image, b)

boundaries of spatial segmentation, c) tempo-

ral segmentation based on motion information,

d) spatial boundaries superposed on temporal

boundaries, e) assignment of each spatial region

to one of the temporal regions, f) result of the

joint spatial-temporal segmentation.

3. REGION MERGE CRITERION

If the algorithm description can be done simply,

there are still some problems to solve, especially

in the temporal segmentation. In Sec. 2, a region

merging criterion was discussed, but not speci�ed.

Several possibilities exist. In [4] the criterion was

based on similarity of motion coe�cients. Actu-

ally, to merge two regions, they had to have the

same motion coe�cients.

The drawback of this merging criterion is the

estimation of the motion vectors and the previ-

ously described chicken and egg problem. One

cannot assume that the computed motion coe�-

cients are accurate enough due to the approxima-

tive block-based segmentation, specially on bound-

ary regions. Thus, a better criterion has to be

de�ned.

We propose here to use the mean absolute er-

ror (MAE) information as a criterion measure. We

can assume that if we take two regions A and B,

at least one of the two estimated motions will be

right. The idea is to exchange the estimated mo-

tions between the two regions and to check if the

MAE stays in an acceptable range. Thus, for two

regions A and B with their estimated motions ~MA

and ~MB , we compute the MAEs for region A[B

with motion ~MA and region B [ A using motion
~MB .

The MAE (E) for a given region A of size NA

pixels is de�ned as:

E(A; ~MA) =
1

NA

NA�1X
i=0

���I(~ri;t)�I(~ri� ~MA;t�1)
���; (1)

where I(~r; t) is the gray level value of pixel at po-

sition ~r at time t, and ~M the estimated motion.

To avoid computing MAEs for the complete

A[B and B[A regions and thus top speed up the

algorithm,we can use the fact that for regionA[B

(resp. region B [A), E(A; ~MA) (resp. E(B; ~MB))

is already known. From Eq. 1 it is easy to de�ne

the MAE for a merged region:

E((A; ~MX ) [ (B; ~MY )) =

1

NA+NB

�
NAE(A; ~MX )+NBE(B; ~MY )

�
: (2)

Thus, if we want E((A; ~MA) [ (B; ~MA)), only

E(B; ~MA) has to be computed. The result can

then be obtained by applying Eq. 2.

4. REGION MERGE ALGORITHM

To avoid scanning dependency during region merg-

ing in the motion based segmentation process, a

high-level view of the segmentation to merge is

needed. This high-level view must indicate which

regions have to be merged at a given step. To

achieve this goal, the starting block based seg-

mentation is stored in a region adjacency graph

(RAG) [6].

Fig. 2-a gives an example of a simple RAG.

The nodes of the graph are the regions of the seg-

mentation and the links between the nodes rep-

resent a neighboring relation between the regions.

Such a RAG is not oriented.



To use the merge criterion described in Sec.3

we need an oriented graph. Indeed, it can easily

be shown using Eqs. 1 and 2 that:

E((A; ~MA) [ (B; ~MA)) 6= E((B; ~MB) [ (A; ~MB)):

Wemodify the RAG of Fig. 2-a to obtain a weighted

and oriented RAG (WORAG) as shown in Fig. 2-

b. Thus we have a weighted neighbor relation be-

tween regions.
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Figure 2: a) Region adjacency graph, b) Weighted

oriented region adjacency graph.

The link weights of the WORAG should reect

the modi�cation of MAEs for regions as if they

were merged, using the estimated motion for the

region of the starting node. Thus, the weights are

de�ned as the di�erence of MAEs of the union of

two neighboring regions using di�erent motions for

the arrival node. The weight relations are given

in Eqs. 3 and 4.

WAB = E((A; ~MA) [ (B; ~MB)) �

E((A; ~MA) [ (B; ~MA))
(3)

WBA = E((B; ~MB) [ (A; ~MA)) �

E((B; ~MB) [ (A; ~MB))
(4)

Once the graph is built and all the link weights

are computed, the algorithm chooses the link with

the biggest weight (e.g: the strongest link) and

merges the two linked regions to one. The motion

of the starting node of the link is then applied for

the newly created region.

To avoid re-computing the complete sum of dif-

ferences on the new region and to speed up the

algorithm, the MAE for this region can be found

using already known information. We are looking

for E((A; ~MA)[ (B; ~MA)) if region B was merged

to region A, and E((B; ~MB) [ (A; ~MB)) if region

A was merged to region B. Using Eqs. 3 and 4, it

is easy to de�ne:

E((A; ~MA) [ (B; ~MA)) =

E((A; ~MA) [ (B; ~MB)) �WAB; (5)

and

E((B; ~MB) [ (A; ~MB)) =

E((B; ~MB) [ (A; ~MA)) �WBA; (6)

where E((A; ~MA) [ (B; ~MB)) is computed as in

Eq. 2, with E(A; ~MA) and E(B; ~MB) being known.

Finally, the old links from or to regions A and

B are updated for the new A[B region, using the

new MAE value and Eqs 3 and 4.

The merging process is performed iteratively.

The stoping condition of the iteration is either

given by the desired �nal number of regions or by

the minimal value a weight must have. For the lat-

est, typical values lay around �0:1. In theory, to

be coherent with the minimization of MAE used

for motion estimation, it should be zero, but to

avoid problems related to computation precision,

it had to be chosen slightly lower than zero.

5. RESULTS

Simulations have been performed using a transla-

tional motion model with half-pixel accuracy mo-

tion vectors. A bilinear interpolation was used

to get the gray level values of non-integer coordi-

nates, using the four nearest known gray level val-

ues [7]. Blocks of size 8� 8 were used as starting

segmentation and support for the motion estima-

tion. The minimal weight value was set to �0:1.

Figure 3 shows segmentation results on the

CIF (288�352) sequence \Mobile and Calendar",

using frame 146 as frame t and frame 145 as frame

t � 1. Fig. 3-a shows the segmentation obtained

using only equality of motion vectors as region

merging criterion and Fig. 3-b shows the segmen-

tation obtained after applying the merging crite-

rion based on the matching error measure.

This example shows that the proposed tech-

nique is able to detect objects moving in the scene

using rough simple-shaped contours. The objects

\train" and \calendar", which are moving in this

part of the scene are seen as single objects with

coherent motion.

6. CONCLUSION

The described technique tries to improve the joint

spatial-temporal segmentation of image sequences
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Figure 3: CIF (288 � 352 test sequence \Mobile

and Calendar": a) Segmentation using motion

equality, b) Segmentation using the matching er-

ror criterion and minimum link weight of �0:1.

by enhancing the motion based segmentation pro-

cessing. This is done on one hand by using a

region-merging criterion based on the measure of

the mean absolute error (MAE) or matching er-

ror instead of the similarity between motion co-

e�cients, which allows insensitivity to badly esti-

mated motion in blocks where motion estimation

fails. On the other hand, a region adjacency graph

(RAG) technique is used to give a high-level repre-

sentation of regions and their possible links, which

allows a scan independent processing. Simulation

results show that this technique allows to segment

image sequences on a simple shaped object ori-

ented basis.
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